GOVERNMENT OF DUBAI

Emirates Airline
New Engineering
Centre
DESIGN COMPETITION

Design competition submission
An enormous amount of time, energy and
money goes into submitting entries to
international design competitions like
this and it was our job to make it look
dynamic while clearly communicating
the material presented.

“the role of the new engineering centre is to ensure that the
aircraft fleet is operating at its peak efficiency, to allow Emirates
to deliver optimum service to its customers”

Executive Summary
Submitted by
Identity Number
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JULY 2002

Presentation folder
Many of Sydney’s most prominent
landmark buildings have been constructed
and marketed by this client. The folder
interior contains key biographical details of
the company and the proprietor along with
a pouch for the insertion of a business
card and additional material as required.
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in property
development...

Community annual report
Distributed to all the residents of this
Local Government Area in south-west
Sydney, this report reviews the Council’s
activities on their behalf in the previous
year and is a useful information directory
for the year ahead.
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Community
Annual Report 2004
The Built
Environment 2004
– and beyond

Managing change

Imagining the Future

Conference brochure

Call for papers

This events organiser regularly coordinates
national conferences for industry associations
and often needs creative material delivered to
tight deadlines.This planning conference was
held on the south coast of NSW and the cover
graphics make use of the dramatic local
landscape.
PIA NSW DIVISION
CONFERENCE
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Wollongong, NSW
14-16 November 2004

National art prize brochure
Producing this Sculpture Prize brochure,
along with the associated advertising
and promotional material, was a great
opportunity to be creative. The very nature
of the subject generated graphics that are
evocative and stimulating.

The
Woollahra
Small
Sculpture
Prize
2004

Acquisitive sculpture
prize and exhibition

Prizes
totalling
$13,000

Woollahra
Municipal
Council
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Annual report
We worked with this international
media company to design their Annual
Report – the main assessment of the
company’s performance on behalf of
their shareholders. It is a portrait of a
company with a local rural focus which
has gone global and embraced the
latest technological advances.
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Volume eleven

March 2005

Internal company newsletter
The expatriates working for this global
ports company kept in touch with their
colleagues around the world through this
quarterly newsletter. Contributions of
amateur photos and articles helped create
a very personal account of life for families
living and working abroad.

A newsletter for expatriates and their families

Tsunami
Following the earthquake
and subsequent Tsunami in
South Asia there have been
many reports on those
affected and the relief work
carried out by various
Global Aid Agencies.
Ela Kwiatkowski who has been accompanying
Maciek during his assignment at SAGT gives
a moving first hand account on how the
countries affected have been leading the
rescue efforts.

Reflections after Tsunami
Colombo has been our home for more than
two years now, Sri Lanka, a paradise island of sunshine, slow
motion rhythms of tropics, full of colourful, smiling people and
ancient history.
We pleased to be able to invite Maciek’s family from Europe to
spend the Festive Season with us. For them the biggest
attractions were beautiful white beaches and unpolluted warm
Ocean.
We had spent a lovely time in one of the resorts in Bentota and
following our family tradition, we returned to Colombo for
Christmas. On the very next day (Boxing Day, Sunday and Poya
– full moon, a Buddhist holiday) we decided to see the inside of
the Island, leaving Maciek behind.
Later that day, Maciek called me with a strange story about
Tsunami. At that stage, nobody knew anything about the scale
of the disaster. We arrived late back in Colombo to learn from
Maciek about the all day struggle to keep the terminal
operational while a sinking ship threatened to block the
entrance to the port.
...and this was only a beginning of the biggest tragedy that has
ever happened here...
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Fifteen minutes of Tsunami took 40,000 lives and left 1 million
people homeless. During this time the power of the sea
transformed lovely, vibrant beachside villages, towns and roads
into the biggest cemetery and rubbish tip I have ever seen. My
sadness is very, very deep.

Maciek Kwiatkowski surveys the Tsunami aftermath
We have reacted efficiently and quickly, not waiting for the UN
or any other outside help. People needed food, shelter,
medicines and clothes immediately. Our niece (an actress in
Germany) and myself immediately started to buy as much dry
food and supplies as possible to be sent to the East and South
Coasts.
The larger effort by SAGT, John Keells Holdings and virtually all
Sri Lankan companies got started straight away.
We pleased to be able to invite Maciek’s family from Europe to
spend the Festive Season with us. For them the biggest
attractions were beautiful white beaches and unpolluted warm
Ocean.
We had spent a lovely time in one of the resorts in Bentota and
following our family tradition, we returned to Colombo for
Christmas. On the very next day (Boxing Day, Sunday and Poya
– full moon, a Buddhist holiday) we decided to see the inside of
the Island, leaving Maciek behind.On the very next day (Boxing
Day, Sunday and Poya – full moon, a Buddhist holiday) we
decided to see the inside of the Island, leaving Maciek behind.
We were packing the supplies on trucks (gym training helped)
and sorting out clothes with quite a number of Sri Lankan men,
who were totally lost in the ladies department while trying to
sort clothing in to various categories.

Continued on next page

Woodstock Veneers Pty Ltd
P O Box 700, Surry Hills
NSW 2010 Australia
tel
fax

61 2 9326 4800
61 2 9326 3277

www.woodstockveneers.com.au

Logo and stationer y
This Sydney veneer supplier needed
a fresh look that communicated visually
what their product was – veneers.
The distinctive and elegant range of
company stationery helped their brand
stand out in a competitive market.

Chris Kerr
Managing Director
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Woodstock Veneers Pty Ltd
PO Box 700, Surry Hills NSW 2010
tel 61 2 9326 4800
fax 61 2 9326 3277
mob 0409 836 337
chris@woodstockveneers.com.au
www.woodstockveneers.com.au
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ABN 17 088 726 470

Conference flyer
This peak mining body holds annual
conferences to inform their members
of the latest developments and issues
confronting their industry. The project
required the design and delivery of
various brochures, signage and a host
of other items.
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New Planner
JUNE 2005 EDITION

ISSN 1324-8669 PP 233-867-00015

JUNE 2005 EDITION

ISSN 1324-8669 PP 233-867-00015

Association newsletter
The planning community in New
South Wales deal with some visually
sophisticated material and their
association newsletter needed to
reflect that. The 3D simulation of
planned construction projects
combined with a clean and
contemporary layout hit the mark.

Redfern Development Blues

63
Embracing the Benefits
of Community Life

Suite 67, Level 4
89-97 Jones Street
Ultimo NSW 2007
PO Box 879
Broadway NSW 2007
PHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL:
WEB:

(02) 9280 2121
(02) 9281 0648
nsw@planning.org.au
www.nswplanning.org.au

Creating Livable Communities
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Green Offsets
Changes in the Land &
Environment Court
Environment Chapter Report
ACT Division News

New South Wales

Community business promotion
The NSW government encouraged this business
initiative on behalf of the state’s aboriginal
communities. Original traditional art was
blended with water textures and contempory
type to get the message across.

Aboriginal
Water
Trust

Opportunities through
Aboriginal Enterprises
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360˚ coverage
for your maritime
interests
DMS has expertise in all facets of marine
operations, service delivery, training and
fleet support and maintenance. For total
fleet management solutions, DMS tailors
vessels, equipment, crew and service
meeting your capability needs. Budget
certainty and dependability on tap –
everywhere, anytime.

Advertisement
It was important that this national maritime
supplier appeared to have all the bases
covered and have the edge over their
competitors when it came to experience
and ongoing support for their clients.
The images support the high-tech and
professional nature of their
products and services.

www.defencemaritimeservices.com
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•

SUPPORT

North coast institute brochure
One of a series of state government
brochures which were produced to
demonstrate the progress of building and
maintenance work carried out in various
public schools throughout NSW.
North Coast Institute

TA R E E
Campus

S TA G E T H R E E

Taree Campus is located on the south west side of the township of
Taree. The site is a large irregular shaped parcel of land between
Victoria Street and Bunderra Close. The land slopes to the south,
down to the banks of the Manning River.
The Campus was originally established to provide training for trade related
service industries and to cater for employees of small local manufacturing
companies. However, in recent years there has been a shift in emphasis to
include not only trades but business and community services courses.
Stage 3 redevelopment includes the construction of a new single storey
building, Block K for Rural Studies and the refurbishment of 2 existing buildings,
Block A for Lecture and computer rooms, associated staff offices and amenities
and administration facilities. Block E for conversion to Child Studies with a
dedicated outdoor play area. Block A will incorporate a new lift to provide
disabled access to all 3 floors.
Siteworks include the consolidation of existing educational precincts of the
Campus and the construction of 11 new car parking spaces.
An “early works” building package was completed, as part of the project, in
April 2001.The work included the upgrade of the student outdoor area between
Blocks A and B, with new paving, sunshade canopies, landscaping and solar
powered lights and a new recycling yard to the south side of the Campus.
The building style of the new work will complement existing buildings with
materials and colour selection to harmonise and enhance the immediate
environment.
The anticipated date for completion of the development is July 2002 and
the predicted total project cost is $5.95M.
For further information please contact:
Carmel Hong
Director Educational
Programs (Southern)
North Coast Institute
Tel 6659 3012
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Steve Easter
Project Director
Capital Programs and Standards
DET Properties Directorate
Tel 9561 1248

Robert Cooper
Project Manager
Department of Public
Works and Services
Tel 9372 8576

